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Abstract- Improvement of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is a significant work. In this paper, a practical method is 

proposed to instruct this task with recording all particle search positions and tracking the best particle shift process. Firstly, 

appropriate velocity bounds are obtained with tracking particle velocity components during iterations. Then particle initialization 

method is modified. Uniform Probability Random Value (UPRV) is substituted with Uniform Distributed Fixed Value (UDFV) to 

initiate particles. And it concludes a significant performance improvement. Stochasticity of results initialized with UDFV apparently 

decreases. It also makes PSO better cover with the search space which causes greater probability to obtain the global best. At least 3 

particles can be competent for task with UDFV initialization method after analyzing the best particle shift process among all 

particles. That greatly enhances the algorithm speed. This paper can be a reference for application and improvement of PSO 

algorithm used in Support Vector Machine (SVM) parameter optimization. 

Keywords- Support Vector Machine; Vertical Load; Road Type Recognition; Initialization Method 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For its competence for small samples set recognition and global search, Support Vector Machine (SVM) has been widely 

and successfully applied in realms of mechanical fault diagnosis [1], medical diagnosis [2], image recognition [3] and so on. 

The width of the radial basis function and the penalty coefficient which both have the great influence on the recognition result 

need to be optimized. The optimization problem is a classical problem. There are lots of methods, such as genetic algorithms, 

ant colony algorithm gradient-based method [4] and so on. Recently Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm which is 

proposed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 becomes research focus of the optimization problem [1, 5]. Compared with other 

algorithms, PSO is simple and easy to realize [6]. It can also get higher quality solutions in shorter time. But the basic PSO 

algorithm is often trapped to a local minimum. The convergence speed of PSO algorithm declines rapidly at end of searching 

[7] and the optimization results have a poor stability. For the shortcomings of the basic PSO algorithm, many people proposed 

improved methods, such as the PSO combined with chaos algorithm to add its ergodicity [8, 9], the PSO combined with 

immune algorithm to add its escape strategy [10], hybridized with the AIS [11], and hybridized with gradient method [12], etc. 

These improvements make PSO algorithm have a wide range of applications in engineering, such as the SVM parameter 

optimization [13], monostable stochastic resonance detection [14], Cloud computing [15], power system control [16], and 

mechanical and electrical system fault detection [17]. These improvements refine the searching performance of the algorithm, 

but some methods increase the computation complexity and some methods make some assumptions and simplification before 

theoretical analysis [18]. This paper attempts to dissect the PSO algorithm and modify it. A marked improvement for PSO has 

been obtained. 

II. SVM AND PSO ALGORITHM THEORY 

Two-class linear SVM is the simplest among all SVM. It can be described by maximal margin problem. It is assumed that 

each sample ix  in the training sample set  nixi ,,1,   belongs to one of two classes and its corresponding label iy  is 

1  or 1  . The SVM classification problem is to determine the optimal hyperplane which provides the maximal margin. 

The SVM classification problem can be depicted as the following optimization problem  
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where   is the coefficient of the optimal hyperplane, and b is the separate margin. 

For an approximate linear question, slack variable 0i  is introduced. The constraint is changed 

to 01])[(  iii bXy  ＋ . The sum of slack variables 
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  is taken as the penalty term, which is multiplied with 
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the penalty coefficient C  and added to the target function. Then the target function changes to 
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penalty coefficient C  determines the proportion of slack variables in the target function. It decides the number of error 

samples. Larger C  requires fewer wrong separated samples, which cause SVM over fitting and complex structure. On the 

contrary, less C  make SVM under fitting. Both situations lead to lower recognition rate.  

Some classification problems are linearly inseparable problems. Linear inseparable problem of low-dimensional space can 

become linearly separable problem after mapping into high-dimensional space. But the computational complexity will increase. 

This problem can be solved with the kernel function. In this paper, radial basis function )exp(),(
2
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chosen as kernel function. The width  of the radial basis function determines the disperse degree of sample feature 

parameters after space transformation. The value of   should be consistent with original features distribution width of 

samples. It causes low recognition rate whether   is too big or too small. For above reasons, penalty coefficient C  and 

kernel function parameter are needed to be optimized in the application of SVM. 

PSO algorithm is derived from the simulation on the bird flock’s migration and aggregation during searching food [19]. In 

the basic PSO algorithm, the particles velocity and position need to be randomly initialized at the beginning. The initial 

position and velocity of the d th dimensional parameter of the i th particle are determined by  

 dddid xxxr)(x minminmax0x )(0   (2) 

 dvid vrv max0)0(   (3) 

where mi ,...,2,1 , m is the population of swarm, Dd ,...,2,1 , D is the search space dimension, xr0  and vr0  are 

uniform probability random numbers in the interval [0, 1], dxmax  and dxmin  are the maximum value and the minimum 

values of the d th dimension parameter position respectively which determine the optimization range, and dvmax  is the 

maximum velocity value of the d th dimensional parameter. 

Then iterations are performed in the following. Two optimal solutions of two parameters are updated after iteration. One 

optimal solution is previously found by a particle itself. The other one is searched by whole swarm so far. Then the next step 

velocity of the i  particle is determined as  

 ))(())(()()1( 2211 txprctxprctvtv idgdidididid   (4) 

where t  is the step number of the current iteration, 1c  and 2c  are non-negative acceleration constant named as 

“self-confidence” and “swarm confidence” respectively [6], 1r  and 2r  are uniform distribution random numbers in [0, 1]. 

 The particle velocity should be restricted. When maxdid vv  , take maxdid vv ＝ . And if maxdid vv  , take 

maxdid vv ＝ . Then the position update formula of the i th particle is 

 )1()()1(  tvtxtx ididid . (5) 

Corresponding particle positions are similarly limited with dxmax  and dxmin . 

The convergence speed of basic PSO algorithm declines rapidly at end of searching. So it is difficult to find the optimal 

solution [20]. The inertia weight   in the velocity item is introduced to refine algorithm. Then the update formula of the i th 

particle velocity becomes  

 ))(())(()()1( 2211 txprctxprctvtv idgdidididid    . (6) 

Inertia weight   dynamically diminish as following linear formula  

 t
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where max , min  are the maximum value and the minimum value of   respectively, and maxT  is the maximum iteration 
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number. Acceleration constant, 1c  and 2c , are dynamically adjusted to improve the accuracy of optimization as 
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where 1R , 2R , 3R  and 4R  are initially set values. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Different type roads provide different excitation to vehicle, which results in the variation of vertical load. Load variation is 

the main cause of vehicle component fatigue damage. The variance of the vertical load is also an indicator related to the 

driving manipulation stability and riding comfort. In the vehicle simulation experiment on indoor road, it can be used to solve 

how to load drive in the experiment if simulated road types could be correctly recognized with vertical load. In this paper, 

wheel force transducer is employed to collect the vertical load on different roads on car test ground. There is washboard road, 

stone road, gravel road, fish-scale road and cement road. 17 samples of five kind roads are taken as the sample set. For 

relatively little samples, the SVM is employed as classifier whose two parameters should be optimized. 

    For all sample data, static wavelet transform is used to remove random noise signals. And spectral subtraction is 

adopted to remove periodic noise, such as the engine vibration, etc. Then bior1.5 wavelet is employed to take 3-layer wavelet 

decomposition. After normalized to [0, 1], means and variances of 3 layer detail coefficients and the 3rd layer approximation 

coefficients are selected as the feature parameters to recognize road roughness [21]. 12 of the 17 samples are applied for SVM 

training. Left 5 samples which belong to 5 kind roads are test samples. To eliminate the influence of sample choice, five times 

cross-validations are performed with changing the training samples and test samples. Finally, the average recognition rate of 

the five cross-validations is calculated and its reciprocal acts as the target function. 

At beginning of PSO algorithm, initialization should be completed. The population of swarm m  sets 20. The dimension 

D  is 2. The maximum weighting factor max  is 1.2. The minimum min  is 0.4. The number of iterations sets 100. Set 

11 R , 5.02 R , 63 R , 24 R . Because the feature parameters is normalized among [0, 1], search range of the 

kernel function parameter   sets [10e-5, 1]. The corresponding maximum velocity 1maxv  is 0.09. Penalty coefficient C  

ranges among [1, 10000] and its maximum velocity 2maxv  is 1000. 

When the current target function value is less than the global or particle optimal during the iteration, the optimal is updated 

to the current position. The program is repeated for five times and results are 72.5%, 67.5%, 72.5%, 72.5% and 72.5%. Then 

the update condition of optimal position is slightly changed to when the current target function value is less than or equal to the 

global or particle optimal. Because there are many positions equal to the current optimal position during the iteration, the 

current optimal will be more frequently updated. This maybe enhance the diversity of particles position and maybe helpful to 

find the global optimal solution. After this adjustment, results are 72.5%, 72.5%, 72.5%, 72.5% and 67.5%. It can be found that 

just sequences of 2 group results are difference and values are same. But the optimal average recognition rates are different 

among 5 results which are affected by the randomly generated initial position and initial velocity. Therefore, the results of 

above two cases cannot exactly witness which one is better. 

In order to remove the influence of the initial value, Uniform Distributed Fixed Value (UDFV) is used to initial particle 

position. Because there is no or little correlation between the two-dimensional parameters in SVM, initialization values of 2 

parameters are independently dispersed in uniformly distribution of 1-dimensional. It can be found in Figures 3(a). The 

searching range is divided into m  segments in accordance with the population of swarm and the middle point of segment is 

taken as each particle initial position. The other work is same as before. When the current target function value is less than the 

global or particle optimal in update condition, five results are 70%, 72.5%, 72.5%, 72.5%, 72.5%. When it is less than or equal 

to, result is the same. There is also no improvement between thus two update conditions. In the following study, the former 

update condition is still adopted. But the minimum value is 70% when initialization with UDFV, which is larger than 67.5% 

when Uniform Probability Random Value (UPRV) is adopted.  

There is no certain theory to determine the velocity bound choice of two parameters. When no velocity bound are set, 

velocity value produced in (6) is observed. According to (6), the velocity has three parts: the first one with term   called the 

inertial component; the second part named ip  component caused by individual optimal; and the third part is gp  component 

caused by global optimal. The 10th particle velocity components as iteration with 2 initialization methods are shown in Figure 

1 (it is similar to other particles). 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e7%89%b9%e5%be%81%e5%8f%82%e6%95%b0&tjType=sentence&style=&t=feature+parameter
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(a) With UDFV initialization (b) With UPRV initialization 

Fig.1 Comparison of three velocity component between 2 initialization methods 

(The RBF width showed in the picture has been multiplied by 10e4 for better display). With UDFV initialization, the 

starting point of inertial component, ip  component and gp  component are [1 047.1 914.94], [0 0] and [-12 610 -10 423] 

respectively. As is shown in the Fig. 1 (a), some component values are far larger than the particle maximum allowed position 

or velocity. After partly amplified, it can be found that the absolute value of gp component is relatively larger than the rest 2 

components. It is similar to UPRV initialization. Therefore bound of velocity should be set. Too large velocity bound may cause 

poor accuracy and fail to find global optimal. At the same time, too small bound will invalidate the velocity calculation in (6) and 

PSO cannot search the whole range. Then bound of the velocity radial basis width is set to 0.09, and that of penalty coefficient C  

is 1000. After limiting velocities, velocities of the two parameters with UDFV initialization are shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 Velocity variety as iteration after limiting maximums 

In the figure, 2 velocities reach to the limited values only at some times. Velocity calculations do not invalidate. At the 

same time the limited values and number of iterations can guarantee that any particle can search the whole optimization space, 

which proves that the choice of the maximum velocity is suitable. With the above velocity bounds, positions of all particles 

)(txi  changing as iteration are shown in Figure 3. Two initialization methods are compared at the same time.  
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(a) With UDFV initialization (b) With UPRV initialization 

Fig. 3 Comparison of all particle search path between 2 initialization methods 
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With UDFV initialization method, the searched range almost occupies the whole upper left corner of the entire plane. Most 

particle trajectories are some parallel to each other, so it performs a more uniform searching. But the particle coverage area is 

uncertain with UPRV initialization method. And its searching is some coarse. With attractions of the individual optimal and 

global optimal, UDFV initialization gets greater chance to find optimum solution than UPRV initialization. Finally all particles 

converge to several points on the vertical axis. That is because the optimal parameters are not unique when recognition rate 

reach to 72.5%. 

During iterations, shift process of the optimal particle among all particles can contribute to analyze the optimization 

process. The optimal particle shift processes between two initialization methods are compared in Figure 4.   
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(a) With UDFV initialization (b) With UPRV initialization 

Fig. 4 The best particle serial number variety as iteration 

Shift process of the optimal particle is related to complexity of the target function along with variation of parameters. If the 

target function is flat, shift of global optimal particle is more frequent. Shift process of the optimal particle is also related to the 

search direction. If searching direction is right, shift times will decrease. Because of fewer shift, it can be concluded that the 

search direction of UDFV initialization is better than that of UPRV initialization from Fig. 4. The optimal particle of the 

UDFV initialization changes among fewer particles, then it means fewer particles can be competent for searching task. 

Therefore, population of particles is selected 2, 3, 4 and 5 one by one to search optimization. With UDFV initialization, the 

average recognition rates are 65%, 72.5%, 72.5% and 72.5% respectively. With UPRV initialization, they are 60%, 60%, 65%, 

67.5% respectively. With UDFV initialization, the recognition rate becomes the highest 72.5% when population of swarm is 

only 3. That greatly increases the PSO algorithm speed. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

Assumed the range of 1 dimension parameter is [0, 10000]. With UDFV initialization method, 20 particles initiation 

position are 500, 1000…, 9000 and 9500 respectively. 

With UPRV initialization method, uniform probability density adopted by rand() function is  

 











others,0

, bxa
ab

1

p(x)  (10) 

Where the bottom bound a  is 0, and the top bound b is 10000. 

According (10), the probability of a particle fall in [0, 9500] is 0.95. That of all 20 particle fall such range is 0.95
20

=0.3585. 

So the probability of at least 1 particle fall in [9500, 10000] is 1-0.3585=0.6415. That of both 2 parameter at least 1 particle fall 

in [9500, 10000] is 0.6415×0.6415＝0.4115. Similarly that fall in [1, 500] is also 0.4115. Then the probability of both at least 

1 particle in [1, 500] and at least 1 particle in [9500, 10000] is greatly less than 0.4115. So initialization particle range with 

UPRV method is difficult to get same range with UDFV method. And initialization particles are strictly uniform dispersed with 

UDFV initialization method. But those with UPRV initialization method are only obeying uniform probability. The strict 

uniform and large range make UDFV initialization show good performance than UPRV initialization. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, further analysis of PSO algorithm on SVM parameter optimization is performed with tracking all particle 

searching positions, velocities and the optimal particle shift process. Several conclusions are the following. 
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(1) Among components of particle velocity, gp  component is too large. So velocity should be limited during 

optimization process. Maximum velocities of the radial basis width and the penalty coefficient C  are set to 0.09 and 1000 

respectively. 

(2) After the update condition is changed from less than to less than or equal to, results did not show improvement. 

(3) The opportunity to obtain the optimal value with UDFV initialization is larger than that with UPRV initialization. At 

least 3 particles can be competent to optimize with UDFV initialization, which greatly increases the PSO algorithm speed. The 

strict uniform and large range make UDFV initialization show good performance than UPRV initialization. 

(4) The recognition rate of SVM changes slowly with the radial basis width and the penalty coefficient C . The 

improvement of PSO algorithm shows outstanding performance in SVM parameters optimization. 
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